
 

30MinuteMarketing.net MasterMind 
FUNNEL WORLD ACTION PLAN 

(Follow these directions exactly. Don't skip any steps.) 

 
Your Time is Now! 

 

“It’s Only 30 Minutes Away …” 

 

1. Go to https://thenpn.com/at/67094  and sign up for "Funnel Franchise." 

 

2. Go to https://thenpn.com/at/67095 and get the Free Plan for GetResponse 

 

3. If you don't already have hosting, go here https://thenpn.com/at/67093 and get the $1 trail for 

NPN DIRECTOR  

 

$1 trail of NPN DIRECTOR will replace all the monthly cost and expenses for 

all these tools needed for funnel world, PLUS a whole lot more!: 

 
Tool #1 - Aweber (For Your Own Funnel)* 

Tool #2 - HostGator Hosting*** 

Tool #3 - ClickMagick Tracking 

Tool #4 - InstaBuilder Page Builder Installed 

 

4. Register an IM-related domain name and connect it to your hosting. 

 

5. Go into your Funnel Franchise dashboards and set everything up according to Mark's, 

instructions. Remember to only signup as an affiliate for the systems. As you do not to pay for 

them if you went with the NPN Director option for all the tools. Go through all of their videos. 

Become more familiar with the inner workings. Take advantage of any upgrades you wish, or 

just keep it free. Up to you make a Boss decisions, well cause you are Boss… 

 

6. Join the 30MinuteMarketing.net MasterMind Facebook Group 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/30MinuteMarketingMasterMind/ and introduce yourself and 

ask any questions that you have about the Funnel World setup and the next steps forward. 

 

7. Log into Funnel World training and go thru Lee’s videos. Remember you have already signed 

up for Funnel Franchise, the rest are optional and I recommend that you wait to sign up for those 

until you are comfortable with the Funnel Franchise setup funnel and have successfully starting 

driving traffic. 

 

Remember, you only have to go through these steps ONCE, so take the time to 

get it all done. The sooner, the better! 

https://30minutemarketing.net/
https://thenpn.com/at/67094
https://thenpn.com/at/67095
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